
WRITING ABOUT THE AUTHOR TEMPLATE

Learn how to write an author bio that gets readers' attentions. This definitive guide includes tips from professional
marketers and a free.

The robust theme customizer makes it simple for beginners to modify items like logos, colors, blog settings
and more. If you have a website and email list, encourage readers to visit and sign up. To become more
relatable and connect better with your tribe, fine-tune the bio for each piece you write. However, the theme
looks more creative than usual, using almost grungy color styles and the sleek Soliloquy Slider that links to
other posts on your website. It's more professional. Brings you sales. In addition, this reveals your changes in
real time, removing the need to click on the Preview button. It also comes with many shortcodes and premade
templates designed with book writers and authors in mind. Her bad bio is strangely both boring and
overselling: Amanda Ripley is a literary journalist whose stories on human behavior and public policy have
appeared in Time, The Atlantic, and Slate and helped Time win two National Magazine Awards. Perlmutter is
a frequent lecturer at symposia sponsored by such medical institutions as Columbia University, the University
of Arizona, Scripps Institute, and Harvard University. The responsive nature of the theme means that all of
your elements snap into place when viewed on smaller devices. Essential Resources. It became a national
bestseller and was published in paperback in , with a new afterword by the author responding to his critics.
You can also customize colors, add your own logo, and more. Think creatively about what elements of who
you are might be of interest to readers; don't be shy! Blogify Developed by Kraftt , Blogify is a high-quality
theme designed for those who like to write regularly in personal blogs. Each of them has its own flair, and it's
nice because you can choose what you would like your brand to look like by simply going with a preset demo.
Odrin Try the Odrin theme if you want a versatile and modern theme that will help you sell your books. You
can customize the colors for numerous aspects of the site including the site's background, sidebar background
and sidebar text. If you have to weigh which is more valuable, experience always wins. The Forte theme runs
well with the Restrict Content Pro plugin, in case you plan on offering memberships through your site. By
default, the theme only shows titles and descriptions when someone hovers over the full-width post images.
What do you do? His popular blog www. Use it like a business card Give readers a way to interact with you by
adding your website or social media info. There are over scholars in forty-five states. He and his wife, Candy,
co-founded the Carson Scholars Fund www. When not absorbed in the latest gripping page-turner, Natalie
loves cooking, knits very badly, enjoys riding her Vespa around town, and otherwise spends far too much time
at the computer. Ben and Candy are the parents of three grown sons and reside in Baltimore County,
Maryland. Keep it under words. Your writers will get more value from their labor of love and adore you for it.
Who do you do it for?


